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In his book on abelian groups, L. Fuchs remarks [l, p. 173] that

a direct product of torsion free groups of rank one and the same type

t is a homogeneous torsion free group of type r. It is easy to give an

example to show that this is not the case. Moreover, the example

suggests the correct statement concerning the type set of an infinite

product of homogeneous torsion free groups of the same type.

Let 77 be the subgroup of the additive rationals Q consisting of the

rationals with square free denominator, and let G = Upe* Hp, where

ir is the set of all primes, and HP = H for each prime pEir- That is,

G is the direct product of a countably infinite number of copies of 77,

indexed by ir. The type r of 77 is the type of the characteristic x

such that xiP) = 1 f°r all PE^. Since 77 is a direct summand of G, G

contains elements of type t. For each prime pEir, 1/pEH and

h"(l/P) =0 (where h"(x) is the ^-height of xG77). Let u be the ele-

ment of G such that the pth component of u is I/p. Since the ^-height

of w in G is no greater than the ^-height of any one of its components

in 77, it follows that h°iu)=0 for all pE^- Thus, if x(u) is the

characteristic of u in G, x(u) is not equivalent to x> and the type of

m is not equal to r. Hence H is not homogeneous.

We recall that a characteristic x is nonnil if 0<x(p)< °° for only

a finite number of primes p. The type of a nonnil characteristic is

called a nonnil type. Thus, if t is a nonnil type, t is the type of a

characteristic such that x(P)=® or x(P) — °° f°r all primes PEk.

Let t be the type of a characteristic x- The underlying nonnil type of

r is the type p. of a nonnil characteristic <£ such that &(p) =« if and

only if x(P) = °° •
We remark that a type t is nonnil if and only if t is the type of

a subring of Q. Moreover, if A is a rank one group having type r,

then the underlying nonnil type of r is the type of Hom(A, A).

The set of types of the nonzero elements of a torsion free group

G is denoted by T(G).

Theorem. Let A be an infinite index set and let {Ga|aG^4} be a

collection of homogeneous torsion free groups of type r. Let G = H<*eA Ga.

Then T(G) is the set of all types v such that p^v^r, where p. is the

underlying nonnil type of t.
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Proof. Let u be a nonzero element of G and let gaEGa be the

ath component of u. Then

hp(u) = min{Apa(ga)| a£ A},

for each prime p £7r. Let t be the type of a characteristic x- Since each

Ga is homogeneous of typer, it follows that if ga^O, the characteris-

tic of ga in Ga is equivalent to x- That is, for every a, hp"(ga) = x(p)

for all but a finite number of primes p and hG"(ga) = oo if and only

if x(P) = °°- Therefore, ä°(m) úx(P) f°r aU but a finite number of

primes p and hP(u) = <» if and only if x(p) = °°. Clearly, hP(u) ¡î$(p)

for all but a finite number of primes p, where <f> is a characteristic of

the underlying nonnil type p of r. Thus, if j» is the type of u in G,

p^p^r.

Now suppose that v is any type such that p^v^r. Let ¿u, v, and r be

represented by characteristics i>, i/s and x such that i^^^x- Let

7Ti= {PEtt\^(P)=x(P)}- Then tti3 {p£ir|<î>(p) =^(p) =x(P) = °° } •
Let tt2= {pEir\4'(P)<x(P)}- Hence, if pEv2, x(p)<°°- For each

a£^4, there is an element xaEGa such that hPa(xa) =x(P) for all

pE*. For each pE^i, define xa,PEGa by xa=p^p)~*(-p)xa,p. Then

hp'(xa,p) =\¡/(p) and hGa(xa,p)—x(q) for g^p. Partition the infinite

set A into subsets B and C such that |ü| = \ir2\. Then G=GiffiG2,

where Gi = Uses G/¡ = HpEx2 Gß(P) and G2 = II7ec Gy. Let re be the

element of Gi which has the element Xß(p),p as |8(^)th component.

Since hG/<-p)(xfHp).P)=ip(p) and hG/<-p'>(xß(P),p)=\(/(q) if q^p, it follows

that hGpl(u)=xP(p) if ¿>£tt2 and /#(«) =x(i>) =^(i>) if />£in. Thus,

the type of u in Gi is v. Since Gi is a direct summand of G, the type

of m in G is v. Hence G contains an element of type v for every v

such that p^v^T. Combining this result with that of the first para-

graph of the proof completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 1. Let G= n<*e¿ Ga as described in the above theorem.

Then G is homogeneous of type r if and only if t is nonnil. Moreover

if t is not nonnil, \ T(G) \ = 2^°.

Proof. If t is nonnil, then p=r where p is the underlying nonnil

type of t. By the theorem, T(G)- {v\p^v^r}. Hence T(G)= {t},

so that G is homogeneous of type r. If t is not nonnil, then r is the

type of a characteristic x such that 0<x(p) < °° for infinitely many

primes p. Let ir' = {p£7r| 0<x(P) < °° }• If $ is a characteristic of

the underlying nonnil type p of t, $(p) =0 for infinitely many primes

pEn'- Thus, there are 2^° distinct characteristics \¡/ such that

^rgi/^X- It follows that there are 2^" distinct types v such that
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p^v^r, since there are only a countable infinity of characteristics

in each type. By the theorem, | T(G)\ =2**°.

Another consequence of the Theorem is a uniqueness statement

concerning the representation of a torsion free group as a product

of homogeneous groups of the same type.

Corollary 2. Let G = J\aeA Ga = IXses Hß< where the Ga are

homogeneous of type r and the Hß are homogeneous of type t'. Then t=t'.

Proof. If A is finite, then G is homogeneous of type t, and since

Hß is a direct summand of G for each ßEB, Hß is homogeneous of

type r for each ßEB. Thus, in this case t=t', and we may assume

that A is infinite. Since t'G 7(G), it follows from the theorem that

P^t'^t, where ju is the underlying nonnil type of t. Thus, t=t' if t

is nonnil. Assume that r is not nonnil. Then it follows from Corollary

1 that G is not homogeneous. Therefore B is infinite, for otherwise

G=IJßeB77^ would be homogeneous of type r'. By the theorem,

TiG) = {v\p^v^t'} where p is the underlying nonnil type of r'.

Hence t^t', and therefore t=t'.

As a final application, suppose that G is a homogeneous torsion

free group of nonnil type t. Then the set of all mappings of G into

G is an abelian group Map(G, G) and

Map(G, G) =* II G„

where Gg=.G for all gEG. That is, Map(G, G) is an infinite product

of copies of G. By Corollary 1, Map(G, G) is homogeneous of type

t. Suppose that 77 is any group such that Map(G, G)=Map(77, 77).

Then Map(77, 77) is a homogeneous torsion free group of type r.

Moreover, Map(77, H)^]Jxsh Hx, where 77^77 for all xG77. Thus,

77 is a direct summand of Map(77, 77), so that 77 is a homogeneous

torsion free group of type t.
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